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ABSTRACT

ures to subgroups. Nevertheless, these methods still require
a centralized controller to coordinate the cryptographic keys
for diﬀerent subgroups. Distributed approaches, like GDH
and TGDH, eliminate centralized controllers. All group
members can contribute to the required cryptographic key
or it can be generated by one member. The result is a group
key shared by all members. Thus, each user must be aware
of the group membership list. In addition, computation and
communication requirements may grow linearly as the number of group members increases. Each approach has beneﬁts
and drawbacks. However, to construct a large-scale secure
multicast network, especially one that requires the collaboration of nodes in diﬀerent administrative domains, we believe a hybrid framework that uses a decentralized model
working in a distributed manner is a good choice.
In this paper, we propose a secure multicast framework
that takes advantage of both the decentralized and distributed
approaches. We construct the framework in two steps. First,
we exploit the mathematics used in ElGamal cryptography [2] and proxy cryptography [1] and extend the calculations to develop a technique for key composition. Then,
using key composition, we propose a distributed key assignment protocol (DKAP) that eliminates the centralized controller used in proxy cryptography-based secure multicast
networks. The framework leverages proxy cryptography to
deliver key encryption keys (KEKs). Proxy cryptography has
several beneﬁts, including lower key storage requirements,
content invisibility on intermediate proxies, and low computational complexity regardless of degrees of a proxy. Since a
proxy converts an encrypted message without understanding the original message, it is suitable for a large-scale network, especially when most intermediate nodes are not totally trusted.

A secure multicast framework should only allow authorized
members of a group to decrypt received messages; usually
one “group key” is shared by all approved members. However, this raises the problem of “one aﬀects all,” whereby
the actions of one member aﬀect the whole group. Many
researchers solve the problem by dividing a group into several subgroups, but most existing solutions require a centralized trusted controller to coordinate cryptographic keys
for subgroups. We believe this is a constraint on network
scalability. In this paper, we propose a novel framework
to solve key management problems in multicast networks.
Our contribution is three-fold: 1) We exploit the ElGamal
cryptosystem and propose the idea of key composition; 2) A
distributed key assignment protocol is proposed to eliminate
the need for a centralized trust controller in a secure multicast network that leverages proxy cryptography; and 3) We
adopt a hybrid encryption technique that makes our framework more eﬃcient and practical. Comparison with similar
frameworks shows the proposed scheme is eﬃcient in both
time and space complexity. In addition, costs of most protocol operations are bounded by constants regardless of a
group’s size and the degree of transit nodes.
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A great deal of research has focused on security mechanisms for multicast trees and group communications. In
general, secure multicast mechanisms, can be classiﬁed as
centralized, decentralized, or distributed. Centralized mechanisms, like LKH, employ a single entity to control the whole
group and seek to minimize storage, computational power,
and bandwidth requirements. However, since there is only
a single entity, the possibility of single point of failure increases. Decentralized methods, such as IOLUS, DEP, and
cipher sequence, divide a group into several subgroups. Better scalability and reliability are achieved by conﬁning fail-
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